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We believe our marketing capabilities
(although we haven't started marketing yet)
are just as good as our product development
capabilities,

so we know the following:

2. Many blockchain projects spend 80% (or even
100%) of their budget on marketing rather than
product development. We believe, as a smart man like
you, you know what we're talking about.
3. To this day, we still spend $0 on marketing, even
though our investors have set aside a substantial
marketing budget for us.
4. We know exactly where we should spend our
money and time.There is one more thing that we
understand from the bottom of our hearts and will
always remember.
There is one more thing that we understand from the
bottom of our hearts and will always remember:

Thank you to each and every
participant for their quiet
dedication

MetaTrads is where it is (though far from where we
want to be) because of the quiet dedication of more than
10,000 crypto enthusiasts from around the world.
Their names are:Adventurer, pioneer, Hero, supporter,
pizza delivery man, $MT holder and NFT holder.
We understand that participation in the promotion of
MetaTrads can be rewarded with a global deal. In reality,
we hope that everyone will participate in the
construction of MetaTrads for the love of it, not just for
pro t. We rmly believe that only e orts without
consideration of rewards can help us go further towards
where we want to go.
No matter how much money we get for working on
MetaTrads, one thing we can be sure of is that if you've
ever worked on MetaTrads, whether it's the pizza
delivery guy who kept the MetaTrads community alive,
or the software developer who contributed code to
MetaTrads, Whether it's the volunteer who provides
rst-class translations to the MetaTrads community, or
the KOL who takes the initiative to introduce fans to
MetaTrads, or the middleman who helps MetaTrads build
extensive partnerships with many partners in di erent
elds, Or the $MT that spotted a typo in MetaTrads'
o cial documentation and provided us with immediate
feedback. You deserve applause and feedback.

SHOW ME SOME THING

1. Most other blockchain projects will have to spend
millions of dollars on marketing if they want to reach
MetaTrads' current market cap (although MetaTrads'
current market cap is still too low to be worth
mentioning).

Especially for those of you who were involved in
Alchemical Knight, we will complete this phase of
construction as soon as possible. Participating in INO
not only gives you community status, but also prequali es you for subsequent promotions to Lord of
Vibranium.
Community identity is evidence of our early
participation in the construction of MetaTrads. It is
our gratitude and recognition to the rst MetaTrads
holders. We will share the platform's growth dividends
with adventurers, pioneers and communicators like
you who understand and appreciate MetaTrads.
Work in MetaTrads
You'll be working with like-minded people at
MetaTrads. Here we honor courage and original
thinking. If you like, you're the leading actor from
beginning to end.
You will use your talents to the full or nd your ideal
position in many areas of MetaTrads. Please discuss
which eld is more suitable for you.

In the end…
1. We would like to thank all our supporters for their
quiet dedication.
2. Any wait will be worth it. The $MT holders did not
disappoint. Why did we let them down?
3. Thanks to NFT holders.
Kind Regards,
MetaTrads team

SHOW ME SOME THING

INO's early acquisition of Bounty Hunter or

